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Period .ically--groups-of incIS-get=1:ogged-al -or-run-t.
.into Aifficulties. Ho Weyer--; such difficulties can be viewed
as a ,pOsitive learning eicperience. If group members are, --

skilled in recogniging the. difficulties And sare.awa,re of -.
methods to overcome them, improved group cohesion and

.,productivity can result:

itiformatiot,preseented in this bookldt-is for group
leaders, .faci'litators-and memberS, ,and outlines some 'typical,
barrieXs or problem situations groups encounter. These are::

1. ':-Jteluctance to assume responsibiltly far tasks <

unprodupii;v4 tinie consuming meetingi,

Lack of kollowl4D on, deasions

5; tha-r, -,kre a 'few- eriibers .

Conflicts Jamong members

To help your group remove these ba.rriere;
several tactics and activities. are iiresentedi You dare:Use

.
theM they are descrwioed or modify them: to address the
unique needs of your group;

ir40



.SITUATIONS AND HOW: TO HANDLE THEM

. .

MEMBERS ARE RELUCTANT TO ASSUME RESPONSIpILITY'F011 TASKS.
.--

.-./ - .. --- - -.
:t MOst groups are organized to accomplish tasks. For

example , 7a. citizens. group may- be established to help the
.

school boar4 identify, plan and carry. out school 'improve- ..
.

,.-, . merit projects. Or a tdaporary, task force :might be set .up ,
to plak a ";staff retreat;

.

.

Getting the work done depends. n .the .of

members. either to -.do the work themSelves assume tue
responsibility for 'getting . work di:41s by coordinating ana-
delegating- specific tasks to others.

Sometimes a group may be faced with Plenty of work eibu

few members who Ivant to do it., There may -be' many reasons
for this, in-aluding;

Ifembers don't feel committed to the tasks

Members feel they or won't do the 'Work

"right"

Tasks seem vague and confusing

Members don't think th are adequate resources-- ,
people, time or money-- SuccessfullY complete
the tasks



If' your group realizes it is facing this kind, of situation,
try the following tivities to identify m9re.clearly what is
causing- the situation -and how .to...resolye it.

Review tfli; PlIrPOS gball of ter- .crroni% Some
members may not -s4 .the ,relationshits between the
work that is to -be done_ and the reason they joined
the group. Reviewing the purpose and goals of the
group may hell) clarify the relationship and-increase

_t
motivation for doing the work:

on-a-chalkbuard-or- newsprint:
members can see them. Clearly listing what is to
be done and breaking the work down into small,
manage.able tasks frequently helps reduce members'
'confusion and anxiety about what is, to be do e and
who is responsible for doing it. Also, if ers
feel unsure-abotit their abilities to accomplish the
tasks', listing the tasks may help members select the
ones-they feel confident about doing.

.

Surface concerns L taking time to periodically
identify. and dealt with members' concerns and .
questions,. a group can eliminate' some of the blocks; ..

that may be preventing them from getting their work
done.. A simple :procedure for surfacing concerns is
for each member to _list on a card or slip of _paper
atiy concerns' or 'questions about the group's.work;
Then,, in small groups (three to: people;
meeting- insmall*ouPs.4iVes shy members a greater
opportunity to voice their -concerns) members can :
phase their Concerns and questions record _them on

newsprint and :post the newsprint. 'sheets .. foi the

entire. group :to read. The convener or leader of
the group then helps the group address each item.
Some concerns mqy_be dissolved by ,.a member _shaming
some new information; other items may require that
the group make a decision or do some additional
problem. solving. (See Booklet. 3, "Problem
A Five-Step"Model.ur)- After members' concerns have .'
been dealt with, review the tasks and 'agree' upon
task assignments.



. -

ATTENDANCE IS DECLINING

_-
When a group is first organized,'members Ore usually

excited and enthusiastic about thegroup and its goals.
Their attendance is regular and participation is liiely.
After a- ttme, however, miemberS'_ interest and enthusiasm may

--wanettendaxtedeiz.tizie..--Tighe.nAnelinhfirs-show=signs--
of indifference or disinterest dealwith it then, not
after'a'number have already dropped out -or relationships
'among members have Severely deteriorated..

-Apathy, or disinteiest among members can be the result
'of a number, of things, incIudingi,

*. . Ambers may =feel. gnwanted or not
group ..e

included in the

m h4 unhappy or disgruntl9d With the
way:the roup opegates;2e:g.; the pace is too
slow or fast,,or decision-making procedures seem
unclear or inddnsistent

.

Memb:ers may feel:owerless td- influence final
decisions

Members.may ve los interest in what the grdup
is doing, ,,','

i Members'",individual goals are in conflidt with
what the group has outlined as its goals

, .

1' There area number of ways to -identify,and deal with
members' apathy. One way to pinpoint some trouble spotS is

\ for meMbers to-complete the following .questionnaire.



P,

' Sample Questionnaire

GROUP ASSESSMENT FORM

Directions:. Below are same_statements_regaraing your group. Pleas;

give. your opj.hion abbut the items:by.circIng the
4F9r9P41ate number and responding in your own'words.

1 Strongly agree

J 2- -Agree
3 Undecided
4 Disagree
5* - :Strongly disagree'

About-the-grog, SA A- U U SD _-

I; Members get along with one another 1 2

2: Members.optily lhaie their ideas and feeling! 1 2

3. Mmpartant decisions are made .reasgnably and-
.

4. .. PraTeiss are dIagflosed
systematic way

and resolved in 32

I.. 2 4 5

2 3 4

5. liemers seem' enthusiastic 'Auld.interested

*:'About accomplishing tasks 0
12 3 4 5::

6. Weetin/2 are productive and efficient 1 2

.7. The relationship between the group'S goals
and tasks is clear : " _ 1 2

The group has norms or siandards that are .

dear =awn generally accepted by members .1 2 3

. _

9. What.aspects'about your group do you cohsidec most,satisfying?--a.-

What aspects About your group do iqd consider Ieast.satisfying?
. .



. .

About myself

!I. I understand thee and know what
the agenda As for'our meetings

I

I am gener"ally 'friendly and supportiva..of
other.niembers

. .

Ihave adequate OpportUtiities to share my
ideas o ini -

. ..

4. I feel I we a valuable member of. this -group

5. I clearly tYnderstanZ and feel coma" itted
to the 'work and tasks of this group

5.. I am iattsfitd with the amount of influence
I have on what Happens in this, group .

.
I amiable to influence WIZ parcipate .in
Making 4roup decisions

.
,

8. I am satimfied with the type of IeatlerKlip ..

provided by, °oz.-convener . . : :, , .
.

9. Mar aipicts about you. p.ticipWtton or influence in the group do
you consider most- satisfying

SA A

1..2.

. ,

3 4 5

I 2 '3 4

I 2
. 1:

1 2.. 3 4 5

.
1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5

1: 2 .

_.j. 2 . 3 5

IO; _ What aspects abdut your pwrticipation or Laluence in the groupaO.
you consider least satisfying?

1

.3..

Figure 1; Sample Group Assessment.Form ,

- .

Once all members have, completed the questionnaire, the
leader or a member can compile the data and present it td.
the group. A discussion of the data mayindicate potential
Proiaern areas or conflicts` hat Members may want to work on

6'



The lastAxm,d_ is another 'technique that can be used to
eneourage.members't4 talk about and examine some. possible causes
of ap4thy or dissatisfaction: In the /fishbowl, a smalkypqpi;
LS formed within an enclosing circle by the full group:

The-smil group is then asked, to discuss a'Aviestion, suchzas
Several-people have complained that °jar meetings are boring.

ihat areiiie doing or-not doing that.is causing people, tofeel
baked?" .9Ine.or two empty chaira can, be available in the
_aside circle4for observers to join the.activitf-oh a
temporary, totalting*sis--:to make a comment, ask.for a'point
to 'he clarifiedi.offer additional information and so on. The'',

fishbowl 3s4'way'to get members talking and listening to one
another when they are faced with a problem;

Pep-taiks d other similar teChniques may have some.
short-term 'eff tts but are not generallY.satisfactdry ways.
to deal Wl.th group indifference,'. Such technicgles addreas
symptoms rather than causes.

: It is easier to prevent enthusiasm and interest-fro4.
waning than it, is; to recaptare group morale onceat has begun
to deteriorate

Use of theTollowing proceduresmay help.prevent this
problei;-

:-



A. gt.the beginning of each meeting, stake the
purpose of the meeting and review the agenda.
Give members an opportunity to modify, or add to
the se and agenda:

B. Periodically surface any questions or concerns
that members might have --and deal with them as
soon as, possible;

Keep meetings fun and active. Group work doesn't
have to be hard and agonizing to. be effective.

D. Encourage all members. to be involved and to
tivipate in the activities. Communicate to

each member that his or ,her invavement'is
Important tothe group.

UNPRODUaig, TIME CONSUMING MEETINGS

Most graup members are buiy people who have little time
to Waste, particularly for meetings. They usually come;to
meetings to getE-something donee When meetings begin to run
overtime regularly or people feel that little is being
accomplished, members freqvently become fr trated and,'
angry.

..-

Unproductive meetings can be tbe result of several
lectors: 4

No agendeorplan fore meeting

Long; rambling disc

Inability of the group to make deciiions or
reach agreements



Too 'many. activities are planned for the time

available

Recurring conflict or disagreement among members

Since it is more efficient to pr et meetings from
becoming unproductive than to cure e malady once it occurs,
three procedures can be used to held keep meetings flowing
ax productive:

A. Ettablish an agenda f r each meeting. It serves
as an effective tool or:

Identifying issues to be covered

checking :progress throughout a, meeting

)4.. Keeping a record ofNAxat was.done

Insuring foIlowup on each item discussed

At the be4irining Ofa:mepting.,.present the
agenda and have members review it. the
agenda to Make._sure everyone understands each item.
Check to see-if any. important items of business:
haVe been omitted or xed tobeadded, Next,

idetermine.the top priofity items and number them:
`accordingly. FinaIly, estimate the amount. of time
each item will require:

Items on the agenda are likely to be varied--
some will involve sharing information, others will
involve identifying pioblems, seeking solutions,
pooling ideas and assigning responsibilities. An
item that calls for a decision or resolution-will
probably take longer than gone designed merely to
provide information; Review-the-time estimates and
determine the length of the entire mating.



The sample form below shows how one group
developed its agenda. If necessary, modify the
sample to-fit the needs of your group.

t

As the meeting progresses, have arecorderz
or .secretary keep track of followup steps. Use
the followup column on the Sample Agenda to'
record who is taking responsibility for an item
and what the plan of action is. If policy-it
generated, state what, it is.

15
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AII members--

not just the group leader-t-are responsible for the
conduct as well as the quality of-the discussion.
BaCh member can help keep discussions purposeful and:)
productive by:

Monitoring the.discussionand informing the
group When it strays from the item at hand

Attempting to prevent one or two participants
from dominating the discussion

Asking people to clarify what is being
discussed in order to be surethat everyone
understands one another

e
Drawing all participants into the discussion
by frequently' soliciting opinions and
information from everyone concerned.

1 .

Helping the group use agreed-uptin procedures;
e.g., each member, in turn, shares his or her
position and then the issue is open for 10

:minutes of general discustion

Occasio Iy verifying that.group members are
satisfied with their decisions and the way they...
are being made °

Bringing out all sides of the topic to insure
that the group_has considered all aspects
before .a decision is made.

At the close of a discussion, check to be sure
that everyone who wanted to participate has had a
chande to do so. .



Clarify pending decisionsiox-Lnnakins
ErocedUres. Groups :`mace a lot of deCisions-
some xtinor and some that( more significant.

-

Meabers can help prevent thevgroup from.getting
bogged down-When-they:haVe decisions ft) make'by:

Paraphrasing or stating the proposed .

decision. that is before the*groups: "It
habeen proposed that*We'adopt the Distar
Reading. Program for all the'district'S
elementary schools." \

Statinq the Procedure that is going to be
used to make the decision--consensus,
majority Vote, etc:

Rebtwting the decision.after it has been -

made, testing to make sure all members
understand it and outlining the next steps
to implement the decision.

LACK OF-FOLLOWUP ON :DECISIONS

Sometimes-a group makes its decisions with ease;
are made quickly and_with few objections or questions from
members. Occasionally, however, the time comes--or
passes--for the decisiOns to be implemented, end nothing
happens.

Severalreasons might b the root of this problem
situation. For example:- /*

Members.fear or are unsureabout the consequences
of a decision

.

Members feel the decision is unimportant or.
4,

insignificant"



Membe.rS don't fe they've been appropriately in.luded
-,in--making: the clec4;Sion and, therefore, lack the
cozaaitme:nt 'fbr -carrY-j.ng it out -

. .

Members don't understand how to implement the
decision; they don't. know what to-dOifirst, second
and so on

The key to. turning this situation around is communication.
In order to determine what is blocking implementation and what ..
can be done toremove the blocks, members must ipd.willing to
deal oPenIywith the problem ...

.

One method, called force=field analysis; can be used.eto
identify the :conditions that support and those that block --
iFplementation of a decision.

Use the following steps to conduct a force=field
analysis:1

.

A; Clearly_state_the_goai_or _desired situation; -in this
case it would be the .decisionsthat-LS to be
implemented

Identify the situation "as it is."

Brainstorm the forces which support, oal attainrient.
.

.-

Br:ainstorm theforces 1Which prevent you fr
changing the present situation.

E. Ligt the blockingforces
significant obstacles;

F. Brainstorm.,Rossile soldtions to this-prioritized
list of obstacles.

in ,order of: the most

-

Create an action plan based on.the solutions
generated. or

.18



'. . ..._
SAMPLE FORCE-FIELD ANALYSIS

.
.

A. Statement;lof the Goal: To plan a staffretreat

The Situation:
-

Forces For

go. The retreat was a
consensus decision

There are some important
iiiuei thatmusthe
deaIt.With.by the staff

Thereismoney'.in the
budget tO cover staff
time. for planning

r.

E. Prioritize Force; A t;ains:

Nothing has been started (andithe decision-
was made two weeks ago)

'

Forces Against

S.tk pressures --1-4 t planning

time

Fey peoge.seam interested7in
serving on the plannini.dcamattee

Noone seems to know what the
planning tasks are

. No.one seems to:knoW what the
planning tasks are

W41

F. Possible Solutions:

velop an Action Plan:-.

14

Work pressures limit planning time-v,

Few people seem interested in sery ing.
on the planning committee.

Hal-re someone Who Workedon last year's
retreat committee help .this new committee_

get started
.*

In order to cIarify_pIannng tasks for the
staff retreat, we will (1) use last Year's
retreatprogramas a guide, and (2) ask.Aban,
*4 member- Of last yew 's staff 'retreat
committee-, to helPus'Outline major. task

Figure 2. Sanple Porce=Fiela AnAlysis



Once a, decision has been made, the following stepsaday

help to en e that the decision will be carried opt.

1n 4

dentify some action steps to get some work or
ctivities started. ." L

ecide who will carry out specific action steps.

et a time when a lorgress_report will be made
.the entire group.

DISCUSSIO S ARE DOMINATED BY A FEW MEMBERS

.14u of th6 business art of a group is alcomplishei
throagh oral exchanges or discussions among members.. And
Since e people are naturally more vocal than o:ffiers, it iS

inevi le that a few will have more "air time" during meetings
than o ers. For some groups this may not be a problem, as
the mo e silent members may feel-quite comfortable communicating.

many 0, their ideas and opinions-on an informal baSis==during
coffee breaks, over the terePhane between meetings, or in
brief hallway conversations; '

However, members who do dominate grbup discussions may
not t-be aware of,the'needs of others nor of-the impact of
their domineering-behavior which may-result in the followtng:

0 Pertinent-ideas or infOrmation, important for a
decision, may not be stated

A tense, combative atmosphere may eierge

Less assertive members begin to -feel expendable:
and unimportant-and may eventually quit the group

Members may not be able to express genuine support
for good ideas'or offer constructive criticism

15



JIhen it becomes,obvious rat discussions in which only
So feW'areparticipating have come dYsfUPctional-tO the
group, yod can suggest using one of the follOwing
procedures.

The priMary purpose of the
"}nigh talker tapout" is to prevent discussion..

.

being dominated by any one person in: a group
and to allow all members to actively, participate
during a.meeting.

.

To carry out this activity, sotheone needs be
designated as a monitor. The monitor watches
to see if anyone seems be'.dominatingbdominating-rif two
or 'three people seem to be doingsalI the talking
or if- certain members have exceeded the number
of minutes that'werb designated for stating'
one's opinions.

_ _I . _ _

The next step.is for the mpnitor. to notify the
"high talker." This pan be done in a

One
number of

.

ways._ One way-is to hand the person a card
with directions on it, i.e:, "Please! refrain';
from-makiPg-any further comments until -the group
moves on to a new, topic or agendd-item," or
"Please refrain from making any further commenta
for five minutes. I'll tap you on the thOplder
when your time is_up." Taking another approach,
the monitor can place a token in front of a high
talker- -this might signify to-stop taaking.fdr a
certain period of time or until everyone -in
group has contribced to-the discussion at hand:

When-using this activityi-it is importint-that
the group understands the role Of the aitaiitOr,and
what4e.high talicerio to 6 (or &A:to 61_ once.
notified by the monitor.



,Buzz groups. This is : another technique broadem
+participation and discussion. Small groups of-
three to five members gre.formedto discuss the
concern or topic at hand; After a short period of
time {two to five Minutes) a member of each buzz
'grdup aske3 to Summarize the ideas and opiniond

- expressed duringthe buzz group session and report
these tothe large 'group.

Surveying_or_i=olling_members. In the midst of a
discussion or.befor%,a decision is made,: someone
can request each member ta indicate whete he or
She stands on.the'issue or proposal that.is before
the group. For.examPle, *a member might say, "I'd
like to survey the grouplon thit matter. The
proposal is to hire Mrs. Alma Baker as head teacher

of our elementary school. .Alan, how do yoli feel
about -the proposal?" EAch member in turn states

his/her position. Members' statements can be as
brief as "I support the proposal" or II &snit:
support it," or members may eIaborate--"At this
point ,I won't support the proposed for these
reasons..., " -or "I have some questions I want Aeon
`ask before I can decide one way or the other."./
This techniq*gives each meMber an opportunity'
to share his or her opinion and indicates whether
oe not the ideas and opinions of vocal members are
representative of the rest of the - group.,

.CONFL1CTS AMONG, GROUP MEMBERS

63nflicts it:LIgroups are- inevitable; "Each member has

goaisie aspirations, needs and- expectations-that differ--
Some slightly-and-some more significantlyfrom all other
members. As long as these differences exist, conflict will

occur:

17



Unfortunately, most people tend tci think of conflict-
as negative -- something that should be avoided or gu3.ck,l). -
eliminated if it does occur. But conflict has its - positive'side too: it can be a source of new ideas or-creative-
srduttions to -tough problems. . '

Conflict may stem from many; sources; Some of the
more typical ones j,nclude:-

..,

. . . s_r

Value -Differences. Conflidt situations can
emerge when members have f.A4i.c'4iffekences in
b41,iefSk attitudes and valttes. FOr eicamPlek: ..
suppose.a 'local land-use planning group has to
decide how 40. acres of land ;just.outside the =

community should be zoned; Itlie likely' that -
conflict will occur if some iadtibers Value

... proLtectionof _prime agriotiltural land'WhiIe
others valiie induStrial growth;

s Goal ilifferencei. ,In some groups. serious
conflicts areCreated by divergent- -and sometimes

.,, incomPatible--goals among members, For example,
.the .staff in a Smai,11 company is tryirig-t.o decide.

to allocate sow additional money :that has.,(7ec'ome available.. One manager wants tc, use the
oney to buy more efficient equipment:to boost .

prOdiab:tion and, Subsequently; saleg.and Profits4
owever, -another, manager wants to use tie money..

to hire an engineer to improve the -quality of the
procluct WhiCii would ultimately cut costs and
.xedu9e = the return of faulty items:- The managers'

..goals at this level. are incompatible, -and both ...
have:made assumptions abont the,goals of the,
other personas weIl as the'goals of the comRanl%

..

Role PreSsures. In. every group k partictilarly: in
, work settings; members take 'ch..,different roles and

are, thcpected to parry out certain kinds of
activities. laueveri, ;When expedtap.ons:4 are. .:

unclear or arenot Commonly unilerstooilk ate stag
,

.
.

. 41.: .:
=

.

$

-



is set for various kindt of roleconflict. For
example, 'if a member expects the chairperson to
make all final deeislOrie..and the chairperSon sees ,. -.-
decision making as the responsibilitY of the entire
group, :theisiolg expectations differ- aml are 431 t--
conflict.

P eptnalDiffeientes'. Differences in how, thing
are viewed clevelop because; every meson sees and
experiences other people, events and _things. in a
unique ;way; Papt,experieices, values and embtiCns '

as!'ai:SeIrsonal.riewing-s#een Ear:filtering .a-L1
elemittivof w situation. Conflict that retults. -

frOm a perceptUal difference is 4.11ustrated_inth4
figlowing example: , ' :

'..lecher :_ rour.,.astignmen- As tte:cralm.,Aekte,
and I am.;verY, Inahappit; 'Why C-anyt
you, get -things' in on time?

.. .

rwanted, tb:do, tile best jold.and I
didn' 'think" in _extra cauple= Of
days fould- matter -3.t.doein' t make_
,ariX difference to my other teachers.

,Student:

_

-1 . '-

Identifying :they sourcet 6f - conflict can`he extresaely,_, _
-.helpful, when you re trying- to resolve :It,. krid once a

Conflict ddes surface; ,t ,s important .t.C.'dial,.with rather
than avoid it. Otherwise feelings will likely fetter and
evolve into mare dramatic'ccinfliett or eventually cripple-"the,.grapp. .

1,

It should be re-emphasized-that conflict is not
-necessarily had...,.,Disagreements and diffe_rences can be
COrISFUCiVe illOnlbets, are willing to explore their
differences, a clearer understanding., 21 _the, problem as well
as mutually satisfying and creatixe ways ..to resolve it may
retiat:, x

19



ays of dealini with conflict vary from personto
person, situation to situation. .Typically, however, people
attempt to -resolve conflicts b using a win-lose apprdach.
But:'Other MethodS; such as negotiating and collaborating,
can also be quite effective: -Each' of these threelmethods-
is described below.2,

20

A; Win-Los6. The win-lose approach is a struggle
for one person or party to succeed, dominate or
win over. another., Voting, competing and
fighting are "all forms of a win-lose approach.
pl situations where there are strong differences
between members' goals or values or it's a matter
of.the one best Way, win-lose may be the-Only
feasible' approach. However, it canhave some
extremely adverse consequences. For example;
it can lower trust among members and jeopardize
group effectiveness in a number of ways- -
cliques may develop between the""winners" and
the "losers"; open communication may diminish;
or cooperation may decline among members that
usually have, to depend on one another.

B, Negotiating. This approach involves bargaining
15:r compibmising. Two--and sometimes more--
parties discuss and trade different goals, needs
and demands until a final agreement is reached;
Each person or party tries to:Fake sake
concessions without living up too much of,: a
is important. To negotiate successfully,'c
elements must be present in the situation:3

both parties believe they will benefit from
theoutcome

each 'side believes' the other will keep the
bargain

neither :side can force-the other to comply.
unwillingly



-

.,-
_

es t each partY.is wi.laing, propose -ideas and !.,

; work tovitard.a solution that .is acceptable to
:41

'. . bothparties -
.....- .

c_
to" each understand.s sane of the constraints thp

other operates under

Negotiating enables you to look-at, alternative
solutions to the_ conflict and work ,toward a resou-

- tion that maximizes the gains while minimiiing the
l&ases for all concerned.

emll-abA3ratims. This apper.pach, involves 'finding
__.

solution that s the needs and interests

all concerned parties ,.1y,well. 'In coil
thy

iunderlyingissu - Or prob em, to search Xor coumn.

-,.r.,
people join together to hate iriforraationaho tb

goalsr'and needs - :d seek a solution that will be , .-

mutirtY satisfying. The key questionisi "Can
we find a solution that we bath accept ?" not, "Who-

can find the best solution?"

Resolving,. conflicts in a collaborative manner
requires a high degree of .trust, open Communication,'
and a willingness to 'explore ideas outside the
boundaries of the conflict and people's own. interests..

The disadvantages of collaborating are primarily thei,

amount of time it takes and the energy required to
build trust and explore various optioni.

.
Each of these methods for resolving conflict can

incorporate systematic problern-solving procedures. The figure

that follows illustrates hovi this can be done.

t7.4



probXeiirlvirg .Steps
.

7 4"

'Focus* on the Problem

Searching foi Alternatives

4. A.

Carrying Out the Plan'

, Assessing the Results

IssolvIng_ConolvrnO[pproadt

Approach to Resolving_ Conflict

'Collaborating

.Conflict is due to

sieunderstandingi_lick

'of complete information.

or aloe than'comIlete

piciure.of the interest

of both or all parties.

'Both.parties join

together to share

information on the

"prohlea."

Brainstorming and othe

procedures are useA to

generate alternatives: .

the feasibility Of

identified aIternitives'

is examined.'

Information about

alternatives is ,

analyzed'and shared

aiong all concerned.

4

Full discussion is held.

using all the available

inforsation: decisions ..

are made by consinius.

_int carried out with

personal_comiitment

for the decisions: '

Information is shared on

the adequacy of the out-'

comes and the_procedures

used to achieve the

Negotiating

Conflict is due to diverse

and/or incompatible needs.

and values.

Separately,' each: party examines

his, or her own and others' self-

interests, values, needs,

resources and likely approaches

to the "problem.".:

Ninllosr

Conflict iebaseion .

right vs; wrong ore

matter of deciding one,

best way.

Separately, each party

looks at his or her own

and others' strengthu

and weakneises.

Different strategieclie'examined

andontor more that seem appro-,

priate are selected.

Different strategies

are examined and the

one that seems best

is selected.

.

Strategies are developed,' the

Case is prepared and resources

are - mobilized.

.parties participate in negotia-

tics!, bergainfng and

compromise. Each party.folIows

through-on agreements, With a .

monitoring process to assure

The game plan,: is

developed and practiced.,

and risources are

eobilized.

The gale, is played-,

competing, Coercing;

contesting, fighting.

AO

The victor's plans and:

decisions aro'cairiedi

out.. '

Information is shared on the

adequacy of the outcomeiend

the process to meet self -

interests. The situation is

goals: periodically reassessed.

Outcomes are compared

with the original

goals. 'The procedures.

to improve or to.dii

termine how to win

next time are reviewed.)



. 1;
Some-conflct-situations-inay-take- unig-time-to-viork

through, while other,,-mmentary miaunderstandings, may, be
resolved in a few minutes. .B.owev4 in either case, for. a
group to remain an effec4ve work:1324 body, it needs to
recognize four things:

ConfliciS do occur and are legitimate.

Individuals and .group: may differ without one party
beixt3 entirely right or entirely wrong.

Conflict rarely goes away by itself. By recognizing
and surfacing the conflict, participants have a
greater 'chance of resolving issues.

Conflict is: manageable and can be dealt with.

CCHNICIJS3Cilq

The barriers described in this booklet are some of the
more common and critical situations that can slow or bring
group progress to a halt. But they can be dealt with
sucFestfully and eliminated by applying some of the suggested
approaches. And the approaches described in this booklet
are only a sampleyou may want to modify and adapt them,
generate some of your own or try others that are described in
a number of other pamphleta and booke listed .in the
bibliograthy.

2.8
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